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lotus    Acrylic on canvas 92cm x 92cm

Ganesh teaches us what it is to be truly human. he shows us that the experience of living demands an active quest for the truth, the daring to move away from familiar habits and
perceptions to seek a more spontaneous and sincere path. The lotus, ever-present in the iconography of the god, stands for purity: the sloughing-off of the mundane, the rising above.
Blooming from the muddy depths, the lotus is a metaphor for the regeneration of the soul.



lotus II   Acrylic on canvas 92cm x 92cm

The elements of human personality, endlessly permuted and combined in us, are simply reflections of the inherent nature of the soul. Properly evolved and integrated, these elements
are compounded to universal values of wisdom, compassion, truthfulness and sincerity. But to achieve this, the individual personality must be honed and tuned, a process of self-
development that is part synthesis, part discovery of what already is. Useful approaches and attitudes to this great work are embedded in the mythology of Ganesh, showing us how
to combine instinct, thought and feeling in an ongoing process of individuation.



Ganesh the musician series I   Acrylic on canvas 152cm x 125cm

Our emotional and rational selves, so often at odds, find common ground in music. Nowhere are the deep instinctual roots of the higher mental functions – reason and emotion –
more nakedly revealed than in the way our blood responds to the beat of drums. Music effortlessly integrates all our faculties, revealing through its irresistible power the truth of what
it means to be human. Ganesh, dispenser of the gifts of creation, must naturally be a musician.



Ganesh the musician series II   Acrylic on canvas 152cm x 125cm

If it is true that all art aspires to the condition of music, perhaps that is because no other art so completely reflects the range of human sensuality, thought and feeling. transported
by music, even the blindest, most deluded soul may catch a glimpse of truth. Hindu mythology conceives of time as a dance, to the measures of which the world is continually knitted
together and unwoven. Ganesh, the most human of the gods, is a true virtuoso, furnishing subtle harmonies in the dance of creation.



Ganesh in saffron  Acrylic on canvas 123cm x 92cm

Great lord Shiva was far away and Parvati, goddess of creation, was lonely. To bear her company, she moulded earth into the form of a beautiful boy and brought it to life. When
Shiva returned, he found the boy standing guard at Parvati’s door – a stranger at his wife’s threshold, refusing him entrance! The anger of Shiva, god of destruction, is terrible. The
boy’s severed head and lifeless body fell to the ground.

later, Shiva discovered his tragic error and sought to make amends. He sent his attendants to find a new head for the boy, that he might be returned to life. The first being they
encountered was an elephant; thus was Ganesh reborn as the god with the elephant’s head.



god of begginings   Lacquer on wood 158cm x 130cm

Just as every situation is perceived differently by actors and observers, so myths are subject to a multitude of interpretations. The myths of Ganesh prompt us to re-examine our
preconceptions and look at the world in different ways, seeing into the deep structure of events. lacking such insight, we are blind and can live only on the surface of things, trapped
within a sphere of our own projections. The story of Ganesh’s origin teaches first that spiritual transformation can be radical and violent: the decapitation symbolises a sudden,
wrenching partition from the ego. Then, Parvati’s child was vulnerable to Shiva’s wrath, reflecting our own exposure to change and uncertainty.

Ganesh teaches us to move with inner stability within the cycle of contingency, the arc of tragedy and loss.



guardian of thresholds   Acrylic on canvas 123cm x 92cm

In the story of Ganesh’s mystical birth, he is stationed as doorkeeper before his mother’s sanctuary. His duty is to protect her from intruders. Ganesh, lord of thresholds,
reminds us of the importance of protecting our space and setting boundaries. Thus we secure for ourselves a spiritual sanctum in which to develop our inner lives and
preserve our own integrity. Its boundaries are not fixed; as we develop and change, they fade and new ones appear, wider and less constraining than before. Ultimately
we may pass beyond the boundaries of identity altogether, defining ourselves free of context. Ganesh, seated at the threshold, is both within and without, receptive to
messages from both realms. so must we be.



ekadanta   Acrylic on canvas 123cm x 92cm

According to Vedic scripture, Ganesh lost his tusk in a fierce battle with the hero Parashuran. The warrior sought admission to Shiva’s abode, which Ganesh denied. Parashuram
hefted his axe and hurled it at the elephant-headed guardian. Seeing the axe and recognising it as a gift to the warrior from Shiva himself, Ganesh bowed, whereupon the axe struck
and severed one of his tusks
.
Ganesh’s single remaining tusk signifies the realisation of an essential unity and connectedness in all things. The story of his bowing down before a worthy opponent signifies
recognition of the hand of God in all events, even those that may hurt or harm us. The flying axe and fallen tusk show that revelation and illumination come not only from sacred texts
and myths, but from the events of daily life.



Ganesh bearing fruit   Acrylic on wood 74cm x 74cm

The objects held or wielded by the gods speak of their attributes: their powers, their domains, their divine personalities. It is often said of Ganesh that he is the most human of gods,
the easiest, perhaps, for humans to love. Ganesh is generous with material gifts and a lover of sensual pleasure; this is the double symbolism of the bowl of fruit or sweetmeats he
holds, and into which he is often seen dipping his trunk. In the spirituality of Ganesh the material is not neglected. we are introduced to the concept of the complete life, one in which
to be enlightened is also to be fully, and truly, human.



Ganesh bearing fruit II  Acrylic on canvas  123 cm x 92cm

This most accessible of gods knows, intuitively and empathetically, just what it means to be human. The passions that fire the human spirit, the desires that enflame the mind, may
be obstacles on the path of spiritual growth but they cannot simply be avoided or dismissed. Ganesh teaches integration – a positive, synthesising approach that moves in
spontaneity beyond the concept of polar opposites: both formal and formless, personal and universal, neither dogmatic nor disobedient. the following of Ganesh is joyful, honest
and accepting.



Lord of thresholds  Acrylic on canvas  123 cm x 92cm

The guardian of thresholds is the lord of the interface, standing between old and new, sacred and profane, commonplace and esoteric. The lord of the interface maintains necessary
divisions, allowing space for us to grow, develop and transform ourselves. but Ganesh also oversees the transition across interfaces, synthesising, syncretising, cross-fertilising.
The results are sometimes unexpected but this, too, is evidence of his purposes.


